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Before beginning, cut (6) 3” x 4” pieces of chipboard to be the base of your mini album.

Adhere the following pages below to each chipboard piece.

Trim the pink paper to 3” x 4”.  Adhere to chipboard page.

Add a 2 3/4” x 3 3/4” kraft paper to the center.  Punch a 2

1/2” circle & pop-dot as shown.  Place 2 layers of the pink

flowers & a brown felt flower together with a gold button in

the middle.  Adhere scallop border.

Trim the brown/white dot paper to 3” x 4”.  Adhere to

another chipboard page.  Attach a 4” sheer ribbon to the

left side.  Add a 2 1/2” pink circle off the left edge; trim

excess.  With a pop-dot, place a punched kraft-colored

flower & button in the center.

Cut the time card into (2) 3” x 4” pieces.  (Set 1 aside for

page 6).  Adhere 1 to another chipboard page.  Attach a

border strip to the left edge.  Place a 2 1/2” kraft circle to

the right bottom corner; trim excess.  Add flower & buttons.

Place the pre-printed note card to the right edge of another

chipboard page.  Add border strips to the left edge.  With a

pop-dot, attach a punched flower to the bottom left corner.

Add epoxy word sticker.
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Trim the floral paper to 3” x 4”.  Adhere to chipboard page.

Place a 2 1/2” kraft-colored circle to the bottom left corner;

trim excess.  Attach the wired flower over it.  Add the epoxy

word sticker.

Adhere the other half of the time card to another chipboard

page.  Place a border sticker to the left side.  Add the epoxy

word sticker.  Apply flower rub-on to a kraft-colored 2 1/2”

circle, then attach it to the upper right corner; trim excess.

Put epoxy circle in the center.

• With a pencil, mark two holes on the top of each page.  Make sure they are in the same exact locations for all the

pages (or they will not align properly).  Punch each hole individually.

• Arrange the pages in order, and all of the top holes are aligned.

• Open the binder rings and insert each one into one set of holes.  Close the binder rings for now to keep book intact.

CREATING TWO BEADED WIRE LOOPS

Take a 6” wire and

create a round loop &

twist to close.  Thread

beads through and

create another round

loop to lock the beads

in place.  Trim off

excess wire.  Keep

them short so that the

album will “hang.”

Create 2 beaded

loops.

Open the binder rings on the mini book.  On each ring, thread one end of the beaded loop, then close the binder rings.

Hang the free ends of the beaded loops on the stand as shown.

Add photos.  Admire your new hanging mini album!
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